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Abstract. The Trusted Mobile Platform (TMP) is developed and pro-
moted by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG), which is an industry
standard body to enhance the security of the mobile computing environ-
ment. The built-in SHA-1 engine in TMP is one of the most important
circuit blocks and contributes the performance of the whole platform
because it is used as key primitives supporting platform integrity and
command authentication. Mobile platforms have very stringent limita-
tions with respect to available power, physical circuit area, and cost.
Therefore special architecture and design methods for low power SHA-1
circuit are required. In this paper, we present a novel and efficient hard-
ware architecture of low power SHA-1 design for TMP. Our low power
SHA-1 hardware can compute 512-bit data block using less than 7,000
gates and has a power consumption about 1.1 mA on a 0.25μm CMOS
process.

1 Introduction

The Trusted Computing Group(TCG) is an organization that develops and pro-
duces open specifications, with regard to security-based solutions for various
computing systems. They published a group of related specifications that define
secure procedures as they relate to the boot-up, configuration management, and
application execution for personal computing platforms. The core component of
the TCG is the Trusted Platform Module(TPM) that acts as a monitoring and
reporting component.

TPM is a small chip capable of securely storing cryptographic keys and other
cryptographic functions like asymmetric encryption, signature schemes, and hash
functions. Using these functionalities user can attest the initial configuration of
a platform and seal or bind data to a specific platform configuration. To ensure
that the platform behaves correctly, TPM checks all software and applications
each time the underlying platform starts. In practice several vendors[16, 17, 18]
already deploy laptop computers that are equipped with a TPM chip placed on
the main board of the underlying platform. However most of these TPM chips
feature high performance usages.
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As the mobility of the computing platform increases, device theft and loss
has always been an issue for mobile devices. Data stored on mobile devices
is often at greater risk than data communicated over the air, due to the ease
with which those devices can be lost. With the inclusion of sensitive personal
information such as address books, as well as high value premium a service on the
devices, the risk from loss is increasing. In addition, as mobile devices become
smarter and support more data functions, the industry is facing many of the
same threats as personal computers from malicious software and attacks. Thus,
the need to protect user data and secrets of mobile device is underscored in a
mobile computing environment.

For these reasons, TCG is now extending the security realizations into mobile
technology and other embedded system platforms. It aims at adapting exist-
ing IT security standard, especially the TCG specifications, to mobile device
platforms to achieve a trusted mobile platform. A set of Trusted Mobile Plat-
form(TMP) specifications defining security features for mobile devices has been
released for public review by the authors and promoters from IBM, Intel, and
NTT DoCoMo. In these specifications, TCG recommend to use a hash algorithm
to compute and verify the integrity measurement value of underlying platforms.

Contrary to personal computers, mobile devices have strict environment in
power consumption, in battery life and in available circuit area. Among these
limitations, the power consumption is the major issue in the design of crypto-
graphic circuits for mobile platforms. Therefore, design methodologies at differ-
ent abstraction levels, such as systems, architectures, logic design, basic cells, as
well as layout, must take into account to design the SHA-1 circuit for trusted
mobile platform.

In this paper, we introduce an efficient hardware architecture of low power
SHA-1 algorithm for trusted mobile platforms. As a result, a compact and low
power SHA-1 hardware implementation capable of supporting the integrity check
and command authentication of trusted mobile platforms was developed and
evaluated.

This paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 describes some related works
for low power design of SHA-1 algorithm. Section 3 describes SHA-1 algorithm
reviews and architecture of our low power SHA-1 circuits. Section 4 describes
synthesis and implementation results. Finally, in section 5, we conclude this
work.

2 Previous Works

The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) was developed by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) and published as a federal information pro-
cessing standard (FIPS PUB 180) in 1993, a revised version was issued as FIPS
PUB 180-1 [5] in 1995 and is generally referred to as SHA-1. Numerous FPGA
[8-14] and ASIC [6, 7] implementations of SHA-1 algorithm were previously pro-
posed and evaluated. Most of these implementations feature high speeds and
high costs suitable for high-performance usages such as WTLS, IPSec and so on.
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Early SHA-1 design were mostly straightforward implementations of vari-
ous loop rolling architectures with limited number of architectural optimization.
S.Dominikus [7] used loop rolling technique in order to reduce area requirement.
He proposed an architecture uses only 4 operation blocks, one for each round.
Using a temporal register and a counter, each operation block is reused for 20
iterations. G.Selimis [10] applied the reuse technique of [7] to the non-linear
function of SHA-1 algorithm. He modified the operation block to include the
four non-linear functions. Another architecture of the SHA-1 implementation is
based on the use of four pipeline stages [14]. This method exploits the charac-
teristics of the SHA-1 algorithm that requires a different non-linear function for
each round.

Unfortunately, most of these implementations have been designed aiming only
at large message and high speed operation, with no power consumption taken
into considerations. As the security of mobile and embedded devices is becoming
more important, recent researches focus on efficient low power hash hardware
implementation [13], [15].

3 Low Power Hardware Architecture of SHA-1

SHA-1 hash function has been developed by NIST in order to be used in the
Digital Signature Standard. For a message of length less than 264, the SHA-1
computes a 160-bit message digest. SHA-1 algorithm sequentially processes 512-
bit data block when computing message digest. So data padding is performed to
make the total length of padded data a multiple of 512-bit.

For our SHA-1 implementation, we assume that one 512-bit data block of
preprocessed by microprocessor is stored in memory and available to our SHA-
1 circuit for reading and writing. The operation of our SHA-1 circuit is broken
into three steps. The initial step comprises data reading and conversion to 32-bit
data. Here, the interface block reads four 8-bit data and convert them to 32-bit
data using for Mt. After data converting, data padding is followed. The next
step is round operation which ends with the 80 round. During this step, message
expansion block computes Wt and message compression is performed. The final
step is needed to compute the final hash values from the intermediate values.

3.1 Architecture of the Compact Implementation

We began the design of our low power SHA-1 hardware architecture by analyzing
the basic architecture of SHA-1 algorithm [5]. For each 512-bit message block,
the round operation is processed 80 times. As shown in figure 1, each round
operation performs several predefined processing, which involves four additions,
two circular right shift operations, and logical function ft operating on three 32-
bit values and produces a 32-bit data as output. It seems rather straightforward.
However, in order to compute the values of each round, the values from previ-
ous round are required. This data dependency imposes a sequential processing,
preventing parallel computation between round operations.
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Fig. 1. Round function of SHA-1 algorithm

The first step for our low power circuit design was to find a minimal archi-
tecture. A set of key components thus obtained. Components of SHA-1 circuit
then designed and applied several low power technologies to each component.
Figure 2 shows main components and interactions of our SHA-1 design: interface
block, data expansion, controller and message compression.
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Fig. 2. Outline of SHA-1 circuit block

The microprocessor controls all of the internal operation on the trusted mo-
bile module. It performs functions such as managing the interface to the mobile
platform, controlling operation of the TMP crypto engines, processing TMP
commands received from the mobile system, and performing security check on
the trusted mobile platform. Simple micro-controllers are used for trusted plat-
form module because of cost and power issues.

Interface block is responsible for converting 8-bit data applied to an input
into 32-bit ones and vice versa when it outputs the result. It also performs
padding operation about the transformed data to generate the padded 512-bit
block required by the algorithm. We use 32-bit data bus for efficient design of our
SHA-1 circuit. It is not a good idea to make the bus width smaller than 32-bits,
because all operation of SHA-1 algorithm and variables need 32 bits of data at
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Fig. 3. Functional block diagram of data compression

one time. A smaller bus may requires less registers, but it uses more data selectors
and resource sharing is hindered, resulting in an inefficient implementation.

The controller logic block is used to generate signal sequences to check an
input signal sequence or to control datapath parts. The basic structure of con-
troller is state register and two logic blocks. The input logic block computes the
next state as a function of current state and of the new sets of input signals. The
output logic block generates the control signals for datapath using the function
signals of the current states. The power can be consumed in the logic blocks or
in the clock distribution to the flip-flops of the state register.

The efficiency of a low power SHA-1 hardware in terms of circuit area, power
consumption and throughput is mainly determined by the data path structure of
data expansion and message compression block. The message compression block
performs actual hashing. In each step, it processes a new word generated by the
message expansion block. The functional block diagram of message compression
is presented in figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that SHA-1 algorithm uses five 32-bit variables (A, B, C, D,
and E) to store new values in each round operation. It can be easily seen from
[5] that four out of the five values are shifted by one position down in each round
and only determining the new value for A requires computation. Therefore, we
use a five stage 32-bit shift registers for these variables.

As shown in figure 3, the computation for A requires two circular right shifting
and four operand addition modulo 232 where the operands depend on all input
values, the round constant Kt, and current message value Wt. For compact and
low power SHA-1 circuit design, we use only one 32-bit adder to perform four
additions and use register E to store temporary addition values. Therefore, four
clock cycles are required to compute a round operation. Equation 1 shows the
functional steps for this operation.

t1 : Et1 = Et0 + Kt

t2 : Et2 = Et1 + ROTLEFT5(At)
t3 : Et3 = Et2 + Wt

t4 : At = Et3 + F (B, C, D)

(1)
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All aforementioned optimizations lead to the schematic of the compact ar-
chitecture of the data compression. Dashed line in figure 4 shows the detailed
structure of data compression block for our low power SHA-1 design. At first, all
registers are initialized and multiplexors choose path zero to load initialization
constant H0 ∼ H4 stored in KH. Five clock cycles are required to load initial
vector to each register. For optimized power consumption, we applied gated clock
to all registers in data compression.
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Fig. 4. Detailed architecture of data compression

The F-function in figure 4 is a sequence of logical functions. For each round
t, F-function operates on three 32-bit data (B, C, and D) and produces a 32-bit
output word. The operation of F-function is shown in equation 2.

F (B, C, D) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

(B ∧ C) ⊕ (B̄ ∧ D) 0 ≤ t ≤ 19
B ⊕ C ⊕ D 20 ≤ t ≤ 39
(B ∧ C) ⊕ (B ∧ D) ⊕ (C ∧ D) 40 ≤ t ≤ 59
B ⊕ C ⊕ D 60 ≤ t ≤ 79

(2)

During the final round operation, the values of the working variables have to
be added to the digest of the previous message block, or specific initial values
for the first message block. This can be done very efficiently with additional
multiplexer and the five stage shift registers for working variables.

KH in figure 4 stores initial values Hi and constant values Kt. It also stores
updated Hi values, which is used as the initial values for next 512-bit data block
computing. Computing the final hash value for one input message block takes
five clock cycles.
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Another important part of SHA-1 data path is data expansion. This block
generates message dependant words, Wt, for each step of the data compression.
As shown in figure 5, most implementations of data expansion in previous works
use 16 stage 32-bit shift register for 512-bit data block processing. This meth-
ods are inefficient to use in mobile platforms because they require a significant
amount of circuit area and power consumptions.
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Fig. 5. General data expansion of SHA-1 algorithm

We use only one 32-bit register to store temporary values during computation
of the new Wt. Our message expansion block performs the function of the equa-
tion 3, where ⊕ means bitwise XOR and M

(i)
t denotes the first sixteen 32-bit

data of i-th data block.

Wt =

⎧
⎨

⎩

M
(i)
t 0 ≤ t ≤ 15

ROTL1(Wt−3 ⊕ Wt−8 ⊕ Wt−14 ⊕ Wt−16) 16 ≤ t ≤ 79
(3)

Four values of memory data have to be read and the result written back to
memory in each round. This job takes 4 clock cycles, therefore, each round of
SHA-1 takes 4 clock cycles. Dedicated hard wired logic is used for computation
of necessary address. The detailed architecture of our data expansion module is
shown in figure 6.
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Fig. 6. Compact data expansion of SHA-1 algorithm

The memory used in our circuit is register based and single port 512-bit
memory using standard logic cells. In order to minimize the power consumption,
the internal registers of memory are disabled when they are not being used, thus
reducing the amount of unwanted switching activity. Additional multiplexer is
used to select input data between initial input data and intermediate compression
data.
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3.2 Consideration of Low Power Design

Our SHA-1 design not only result to a higher throughput but it also leads to a
more efficient implementation as long as power dissipation is concerned. In order
to optimize our low power SHA-1 circuit, resource sharing in the data path is
fully employed. We also used some low power circuit design technologies.

First of all, we try to optimize the data path of data compression and data
expansion block at the architectural level. At the gate level, gated clock is used
to reduce switching activities of latches and sequential logics. The gated clock
technique is extensively used in the design of low-power circuits. It consists to
gate the clock of sub-circuits that are in idle mode or that have just to keep
their data as such. Actually, some logic synthesize tools introduce gated clocks
automatically. However, these tools could also gate clocks that have to be always
active, which is useless. Therefore, it is preferable to describe in very high speed
hardware description language (VHDL) the necessary code to gate a clock and
to introduce it only if it is useful.

Although clock gating saves power dissipation in the clocked or sequential log-
ics of the design, power savings in the combinational logic parts are impossible.
So, we used an operand isolations, which prevents the activity in the combina-
tional logic by not allowing the input data to toggle in clock cycles when they
do not perform any useful computation.

The main goal of these low power circuit design methods are to reduce dy-
namic power consumption by preventing unwanted switching activities.

4 Implementation Results and Comparison

All hardware architectures of our design were first described in VHDL, and
their operation verified through functional simulation using Active HDL, from
Aldec Inc. In order to evaluate our low power SHA-1 design, we used Synopsys
synthesize flows for the targeted technology. For the target technology, we used
0.25μm CMOS standard cell library from Samsung Electronics. The applied
voltage was 2.5V and the operating frequency was 25 MHz.

Although the maximum operating frequency obtained using timing analysis
is 114 MHz, we use 25 MHz as the operating frequency for evaluating our circuit
because the system clock of most mobile phones is about 20 MHz.

The design was fully verified using a large set of test vectors. After synthesis,
Synopsys PowerCompiler was used to calculate the overall power dissipation of
our design. The activity of the netlist was estimated for various test messages
so that the netlist activity could be considered as reasonable values. We would
like to emphasize that our design is on the algorithmic and architectural level.
Implementing our designs using an low power ASIC library or a full custom
design will enable higher energy and power savings.

Table 1 shows the synthesis and power estimation results of our design based
on the logic blocks, circuit area and power consumption. Our SHA-1 design
consumes an area of 6,812 gates and needs 450 clock cycles to compute the hash
of 512 bits of data. The total power consumption at 25 MHz is about 1.1 mA.
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Table 1. Logic blocks, complexity, and power consumptions from Samsung 0.25 μm
CMOS process

Circuit area Power consumption
Logic Block gates percentage mW@25MHz percentage

Interface 468 6.8 0.054 1.8
memory 3,434 50.4 0.895 30.2
data expansion 314 4.6 0.17 5.7
controller 350 5.1 0.228 7.7
reg a∼e 876 12.9 0.336 11.3
adder 200 3.0 0.514 17.4
data compression 1,170 17.2 0.764 25.9

Total 6,812 100% 2.961 100%

Table 2. Comparison with previous works of SHA-1 ASIC implementation based on
circuit area

SHA-1 computation Tech.(μm) Freq.(MHz) Circuit area
This work 0.25 114 6,812
Y.Ming-yan [6] 0.25 143 20,536
S.Dominikus [7] 0.6 59 10,900

In table 2, we present the comparison of our design with some previous works
for SHA-1 ASIC designs. At this point, there are relatively few works available
for comparison of consuming power. It can easily be seen from table 2 that our
implementation uses 29% less hardware resources than the design of [7].

Table 3. Comparison with commercial TPM chips based on SHA-1 computations

Freq.(MHz) SHA-1 performance
This work 25 <18 μs/64-byte
AT97SC3203 [16] 33 <50 μs/64-byte
SSX35A [18] 33 <258 ms/1M-bit

There exist several commercial TPM chips implementing SHA-1 algorithm [16],
[17], [18]. In table 3, we present the comparision of our design with the most rep-
resentative TPM chips with the same functionality. Although the operating fre-
quency of the proposed implementation is lower than that of [16] and [18], the
achieved throughput exceeds SHA-1 circuits of some commercial TPM chips de-
signed for desktop computers.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we proposed a compact yet high-speed architecture for a low power
SHA-1 cryptographic circuit and evaluated through simulation and synthesis for
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ASIC implementation. Our architecture provides a compact and high perfor-
mance SHA-1 cryptographic hardware for low power trusted mobile computing.
The SHA-1 implementation has a chip area of 6,812 gates and has a current
consumption of 1.1mA at a frequency of 25MHz. Our design requires less than
450 clock cycles to compute the hash of 512 bits of data.

To our best knowledge, the proposed design is at least 270% faster than any
commercial TPM chips supporting SHA-1 circuit, while using lower operating
frequency and achieving a reduction of the required hardware. The results of
power consumption, throughput, and functionality make our low power SHA-1
cryptographic hardware suitable for trusted mobile computing and other low-
end embedded systems that urge for high-performance and small-sized solutions.
However, the major design advantage of our design is the low power dissipation
that is required to calculate the hash value of any given messages.
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